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Abstract
We present some fundamental flexibility properties for minimum length
networks (known as Steiner minimum trees) interconnecting a given set of
points in an environment in which edge segments are restricted to uniformly oriented directions. These networks are referred to as -SMTs. They
promise to play an increasingly important role in the future of optimal wire
routing in VLSI physical design, particularly for the next generation of VLSI
circuits.
In this paper we develop the concept of a flexibility polygon for a SMT, which is a region representing the union of all -SMTs with the same
topology on a given set of points. We show that this polygon can be constructed, for a given point set and given topology, in linear time. We discuss
some of the future applications of this polygon, which can be thought of as
a geometric representation of the amount of flexibility inherent in a given
-SMT.
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1 Introduction
Interconnects in VLSI design have traditionally used rectilinear (or Manhattan)
routing, in which only two perpendicular wiring directions are allowed. Recent
technological advances in microchip fabrication have seen an increasing interest
in the use of non-rectilinear interconnect architectures in VLSI design. The two
alternative architectures that have generated the most interest in recent years are
the Y-architecture [4, 5], in which there are three directions for interconnects differing by angles of  , and the X-architecture [11, 13], in which the rectilinear
architecture is supplemented by the pervasive use of diagonal interconnects (at an
angle of   to the rectilinear interconnects). Both traditional rectilinear routing
and these new proposed architectures are examples of so-called -geometry, in
which a fixed set of
uniformly oriented directions are allowed.
In VLSI routing, one of the principal objectives is to minimize the total length
of interconnections in a net, that is, to compute a -geometry Steiner minimum
tree (or -SMT). This is in general an NP-hard problem. However, a surprisingly
powerful exact algorithm, GeoSteiner, has been developed for this problem which
can find an optimal solution for hundreds of randomly distributed points for arbitrary [7]. The key to this algorithm is to exploit the strong geometric structural
properties of -SMTs. A recent paper [3] has established canonical forms for
-SMTs which has lead to a further speed-up of GeoSteiner.
In this paper we use these properties to explore the notion of flexibility in a
-SMT. Informally, this is a measure of the extent to which edges in the minimum
length network can be perturbed without increasing the length of the network.
This has important applications in solving multi-objective optimisation problems
in VLSI physical design, involving minimising the negative effects of properties
such as congestion or signal delay as a secondary objective. The concept was
introduced for rectilinear Steiner trees in [1] and [9]. Here we provide an effective
measure of flexibility for a much wider class of minimum length networks, by
defining and constructing the flexibility polygon of a -SMT.
The paper is organised as follows. In the next section we review some of the
important basic properties of any -SMT  . We also develop some fundamental
properties of  -shifts, which are special perturbations of the variable points of 
which do not increase the length of  . In Section 3 we define the flexibility polygon and show how its boundary can be described in terms of so-called rightmost
concave paths, which are paths obtained from paths in  via  -shifts. A linear
time algorithm for constructing the flexibility polygon is given in Section 4. In
Section 5 we discuss the flexibility of single Steiner points in a -SMT. Conclud2

ing remarks, including a discussion of applications, are given in Section 6.

2 Preliminaries
2.1 Properties of -SMTs
We begin by establishing some basic definitions and notation, and reviewing some
important properties of -SMTs. For a more detailed discussion of these properties, see [2, 3].
Let
be a given integer. Given orientations     in the
Euclidean plane, where   is a unit angle, we represent these orientations by
the angles with the  -axis of corresponding straight lines. A line or line segment
with one of these orientations is said to be in a legal direction. Objects composed
of line segments in legal directions are said to belong to a -geometry.
Since a minimum length network is necessarily a tree, we will only discuss
networks in -geometry that are trees. We define a -tree to be a tree network in
-geometry interconnecting a given set of points  , also denoted terminals. A
-tree can contain nodes of degree  or more that are not terminals. These nodes
are called Steiner points. Together the terminals and Steiner points are referred to
as the vertices of the -tree.
The graph structure (i.e., pattern of adjacencies of the vertices) of a -tree is
referred to as its topology. In this paper we are concerned with -trees  whose
total edge length is minimum for a given set of terminals  ; these are the geometry Steiner minimum trees ( -SMTs). If the total edge length of  is locally
minimum, in that it is minimum for a given topology  , then we say that  is a
-SMT for  .
Any -SMT  can be decomposed into a union of full subtrees meeting only
at terminals. These subtrees are referred to as the full Steiner trees (FSTs) of  . A
-SMT  for  is fulsome if the number of FSTs is maximized over all -SMTs
for  . In particular, for a full topology  , a -SMT  for  and  that is fulsome
cannot be replaced by two or more FSTs with the same total length (and, hence,
fulsomeness is in a sense a property of  and  ). For any set of terminals there
always exists a -SMT in which every full Steiner tree is fulsome.
As in [3], we will focus our attention on full and fulsome -SMTs, which form
the building blocks for all -SMTs. For a set of terminals  and a full topology
for  , we denote by  the set of all full and fulsome -SMTs (or FSTs)

interconnecting  and having topology  . In view of the above, in the remainder
3
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Figure 1: Embeddings of a bent edge in the Euclidean plane. The simplest embeddings (consisting of two half-edges) are shown on the left.
of the paper we assume that  .
In [2, 10] it was shown that all Steiner points in a -SMT have degree  or  .
Furthermore, if a Steiner point with degree 4 exists in the -SMT, then it spans
exactly four terminals (it is a cross); such a cross has no flexibility whatsoever,
since any movement of the Steiner point increases the length of the tree [3]. Thus
we will assume throughout this paper that every Steiner point has degree  . The
topology of any -SMT with degree  Steiner points is referred to as a Steiner
topology.
Edges in a -SMT are geodesics (in -geometry) between their endpoints. We
refer to such an edge as a straight edge if it is a single straight line segment (in
a legal direction), or else as a bent edge if it consists of two or more straight line
components. It has been shown in [12] that bent edges are composed of line segments in exactly two legal directions differing by an angle of  . Furthermore,
although there are infinitely many ways of embedding a bent edge  in the Euclidean plane, there are only two embeddings composed of exactly two straight
line segments, as shown in Figure 1(a). Each of these contains two edges of the
parallelogram     where the interior angles at   and  are   . The straight
line components in such an embedding are referred to as half-edges and the points
  and  as corner points.
We now consider some important edge-direction properties in full -SMTs.
In [3] it was shown that the straight edges and half-edges in a full -SMT can be
oriented and then partitioned into three equivalence classes, such that each equivalence class contains oriented line segments in at most two directions differing by
an angle of  . In each equivalence class, the right-most edges (or half-edges) are
labeled as primary, and the left-most ones as secondary. Two important properties
of this labeling are as follows:



If

is a multiple of  then there are exactly two feasible directions in each
4

equivalence class. If is a not multiple of  then one of the equivalence
classes contains two feasible directions and the other two classes each contain only one feasible direction, which is said to be both primary and secondary. A primary edge (or half-edge) that is not secondary is said to be
exclusively primary. Similarly, a secondary edge (or half-edge) that is not
primary is said to be exclusively secondary. This is illustrated for 
and in Figure 2.

 





If is a multiple of  then two exclusively primary or exclusively secondary
edges meet at a Steiner point at an angle of  . If is a not multiple of
 then any pair of edges meet at a Steiner point at an angle that differs from
 by no more than  .
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Figure 2: The feasible directions (up to a rotation by a multiple of  ) for edges
in a full -SMT for

. Exclusively primary and secondary directions are
indicated by  and respectively.



Primary and secondary edges of a -SMT play a crucial role in determining
flexibility. This is due to their connection with the  -shifts of the paths in the tree,
which we define below.
We define a shift of a straight edge  to be a move of  to a new point   
and a simultaneous move of  to a new point    such that  
 . Similarly,
a shift of a bent edge  is defined to be a move of  to  and a simultaneous
move of  to  such that   is either a bent edge with components in the same
directions as those in   or a straight edge whose direction is the same as that of
one of the components of   . The concept of a shift can be generalised to a path
 is a perturbation of 
in a full -SMT  as follows. A shift of   
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that moves the internal Steiner points  of to (and fixes all other nodes of  )
such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) each internal Steiner point  of moves along the line through  containing the straight edge or half-edge of  incident to  not lying on ; and
(2) the shift of induces a shift on each internal edge of .
Note that the effect of a shift is that it does not change the direction of any
straight edge of  except possibly the first and last edges of .
Given a subpath of a full -SMT  , we define a shift on that subpath to be
a  -shift if the shift does not increase the length of  . One of the key results on
 -shifts proved in [3] is the following.







Proposition 2.1 Given an exclusively primary edge or half-edge   and an exclusively secondary edge or half-edge  in a full -SMT, there exists a  -shift on the
path between the   and  . Furthermore,  -shifts occur only if   is an exclusively
primary edge and  is an exclusively secondary edge, or vice versa.


2.2 Further properties of -shifts
We now derive some new properties of  -shifts which will form the basis for
our later results. A fundamental  -shift is a (non-trivial)  -shift that moves as
few Steiner points as possible. If  
(for some positive integer ) then
a fundamental  -shift moves one Steiner point; if     or  
then
a fundamental  -shift moves two adjacent Steiner points. The fundamental  shifts are illustrated in Figures 3 and 4. Now we have the following elementary
decomposition theorem.









Theorem 2.2 Let  be a given -SMT. Any  -shift in  can be decomposed into
a sequence of fundamental  -shifts in  .
Proof. Consider a  -shift between two edges of  ,   and  , where, without loss
of generality,   is exclusively primary and  is exclusively secondary. We prove
the theorem by induction on the number of edges of the path in  from   to  .
The base case occurs when the  -shift is fundamental, in which case the theorem
is trivially true.
So, suppose the  -shift is not fundamental. If   , let  be a straight
edge or half-edge of lying strictly between   and  . Such an   exists since
the  -shift is not fundamental. If   , let be a Steiner point of which is
not an end point of   or  , and let  be an exclusively primary or exclusively
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Figure 3: The fundamental  -shifts for the case where
primary and exclusively secondary edges are labeled  and respectively.
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Figure 4: The fundamental  -shift for the cases where

 . Exclusively
primary and exclusively secondary edges are labeled  and respectively.
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secondary edge or half-edge incident with . In both cases, note that the paths
from   to   and from   to  contain fewer edges than .
Suppose   is exclusively secondary. Then there exists a  -shift between  
and   which transfers an arbitrarily small amount of exclusively primary material to   . One can then perform a  -shift between  and  transferring all this
exclusively primary material in  to  . Hence these two  -shifts give a  -shift
between   and  . Thus the  -shift can be decomposed into two shifts on paths
containing fewer edges, completing the induction.
Finally, if  is exclusively primary, a similar argument applies, by swapping
the roles of   and  above.



Consider the set  of full and fulsome -SMTs for a terminal set 
and full Steiner topology  . For 
  , define     to be the sum of
the lengths of all exclusively primary edges in  and    to be the sum of the
lengths of all exclusively secondary edges in  . We refer to     and    as,
respectively, measures of the amount of exclusively primary material and exclusively secondary material in  . The following theorem shows that     and   
depend only on  and  .









Theorem 2.3 Let 
 be a full and fulsome -SMT with terminal set

and topology  . Applying a  -shift to  does not change the value of     or
   . Furthermore,     and    are dependent only on 
and  , not on the
choice of  .





Proof. For each of the fundamental  -shifts in Figures 3 and 4 we show directly
that     and    are unchanged. The first statement of the theorem then follows
immediately from Theorem 2.2. For the second statement of the theorem, we
recall from [3, Section 5] that if two -SMTs share the same terminal set  and
topology  then there exists a series of  -shifts to transform one of the trees to the
other. Hence, for the second statement it also suffices to show that     and   
are unchanged by fundamental  -shifts.
If  
the two types of fundamental  -shifts are shown in Figure 3. To see
that in each case    is unchanged by this shift, note that









               
 
   




         , giving the required result. It also immediately follows
Hence 
that
by this shift from the fact that the shift is a -shift and
    is unchanged
 .
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If  
the fundamental  -shift is shown in Figure 4, and it is clear, from
inspection, that     and    are unchanged.



3 The Flexibility Polygon and its Properties
In this section we establish the basic properties of the flexibility polygon, a geometric object which allows us to determine the degree of flexibility available in a
given -SMT. This polygon indicates the extent to which edges in the tree can be
moved using  -shifts without changing the length of the tree. More precisely, it
places tight bounds on the possible positions of the edges of the trees in  ,
the set of full and fulsome -SMTs for a given terminal set  and full Steiner
topology  . Recall that we assume that    ; furthermore, we assume,
without loss of generality, that 
 and that every Steiner point in  has degree 3. Note that all -SMTs in   use the same set of edge directions, that
is, every tree can be obtained from another tree using  -shifts [3].
The flexibility polygon   for terminal set  and topology  is defined
to be the union of the embeddings of all -SMTs in   . We will show that
this union forms a simply connected region with a polygonal boundary whose
vertices include the terminals  . Some examples of flexibility polygons for the
cases where   and 
are shown in Figure 5. Notice that in some cases
parts of the flexibility polygon may degenerate into single edges (indicating that
some edges may exhibit no flexibility at all).
Consider a counter-clockwise outer walk of some 
   , beginning
and ending at the same terminal. This walk allows us to place a cyclic ordering,

of  . We define the concave paths in 
         on the terminals
 
to be the paths between and
 (for      ). In other words, these are
paths between terminals where at each intermediate Steiner point we leave using
the rightmost outgoing edge. Clearly, the set of all concave paths of  contains
every edge of  exactly twice — once in each direction. In fact, up to the starting
terminal, the order in which edges of the tree are visited by this outer walk of
the tree is unique for a given terminal set  and topology  ; this holds since all
-SMTs in   can be obtained from each other using  -shifts which do not
change the ordering of the edges meeting at Steiner points.
In this section we will show that, intuitively, the flexibility polygon  
can be constructed by pushing every concave path in  as far to the right as possible using  -shifts. The resulting paths are referred to as rightmost concave paths,
and in Theorem 3.4 it is shown that the union of these paths forms the boundary
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Figure 5: Examples of -SMTs and flexibility polygons.
of







.

3.1 Flexibility of edges



We begin by studying the flexibility of edges of trees in   . Consider a

 . Let 
pair of distinct -SMTs  
be a Steiner point or corner
point in  , and let  be the corresponding node in  (if  is a corner point
and the corresponding edge in  is a straight edge, then  is just one of the
endpoints of this edge). Let 
be one of the maximal subtrees of  having
 as a leaf, and assume that  consists of straight edges only; let  be the
corresponding subtree in  . Finally, assume that for every secondary edge
in
in   is also secondary.
 the corresponding edge







 












 

Lemma 3.1 Let  ,  ,  and 
be defined as above. Let the edges in  and

be oriented towards their roots  and  , respectively. Let
be an oriented
edge in  , and let
be the corresponding oriented edge in  . Then no part
of
is to the right of the oriented line through and .



 

 







Proof. Consider a depth-first traversal of  and the associated post-ordering of
the edges. We prove the statement by induction on this ordering. Consider an
oriented edge
in  , where is closer to the root than . For the base case of
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Figure 6: The feasible region for

 




the induction — the first edge given by the ordering — must be a terminal. If
is a primary edge, then the statement trivially holds; if
is a secondary edge,
then
must also be a secondary edge, and the statement holds again.
For the inductive step, assume that is a Steiner point (otherwise, is a terminal, and the statement holds by the above). Consider the children  and of ;
by induction, we know that the statement holds for the edges  and
. Therefore, the Steiner point can neither be to the right of the oriented line through 
and , nor to the right of the oriented line through and ; the feasible region for
is shown in Figure 6. Now, if
is a primary edge, the statement clearly holds
for ; if
is a secondary edge, then
must also be secondary edge, and the
statement holds again.

 







 





 


We say that  is a primary subtree if all edges in  are primary edges, that
is, use primary edge directions only. We define a secondary subtree analogously.

Corollary 3.2 Let  be any primary (resp. secondary) subtree of  with some
Steiner point or corner point  as root and terminals as leaves. Let the edges in
 be oriented towards the root. Let
be an oriented edge in  , and let
be
the embedding of the same edge in any tree 
   . Then no part of
is
to the right (resp. left) of the oriented line through and .
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3.2 Flexibility of paths










connecting two terminals  and in  . For

 
  , let  denote the maximal subtree of  rooted at Steiner point
and not containing any edges of (see Figure 7).

Consider a path
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Figure 7: The path



and its associated subtrees  .





We number the
edges of  by making a depth-first traversal from  . At

every Steiner point the subtree  is traversed before the edge
 is traversed.
We call this a depth-first traversal from  along . Note that the numbering of

the edges in depends only on the topology  . By [3] there exists an integer ,


 such that all edges in  numbered
with 
, and a -SMT 


less than are primary, and all edges numbered greater than are secondary. The

edge numbered is the (possibly) bent edge.
We note that the tree  is in fact unique — something that holds for any given
numbering of the edges. Assume to the contrary that there exists another integer




, with  
, and a corresponding -SMT  

 . Let
 be the corner point of the bent ( ’th) edge in   . By applying Lemma 3.1 to
the two maximal subtrees of   rooted at  , we conclude that   cannot have
any of its edges to the right of the corresponding edges in   . But this makes it

impossible to embed the ’th edge of   , which is a (straight) secondary edge —
a contradiction.


Let 
 
  
be the path in  from  to . As shown above,
 is uniquely defined for any depth-first traversal of  from  along . In other
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words, the coordinates of the vertices of  do not depend on the choice of depth
first traversal
in each of the subtrees  . We say that  is the rightmost path from
 to  .

 

 



  
 

Theorem 3.3 Consider
an oriented straight edge (or half-edge) on a rightmost

path  from  to ; let
be the embedding of the same edge in some -SMT
in  . Then no part of
is to the right of the oriented line through
and .





Proof. The shape of a rightmost path depends on the location of the bent edge in

  . If the bent edge is located on  , say on edge    , as in Figure 8, all sub
 will clearly be primary subtrees while all subtrees        
trees 
will be secondary subtrees. Alternatively, if the bent edge is located in some subv8
T7
v7

T5
v6

v5

T6
T2

v2
v4
T4

v1
v3
T3

Figure 8: The case where the bent edge lies on  . The primary edges and subtrees
are indicated by the heavier lines.
    primary subtree  , all edges in  are straight edges, all subtrees  

trees, and all subtrees        secondary subtrees (see Figure 9). In both
cases there exists on  a node  , which may be either a corner point or Steiner
point, such that the subtree of  having  as root and containing  is primary,
while the subtree containing
is secondary. The theorem follows by applying
Corollary 3.2.
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Figure 9: The case where the bent edge does not lie on
contain a combination of primary and secondary edges.

 . Here subtree 

may

3.3 Flexibility polygon
The rightmost path of a concave path is called a rightmost concave path. We
now show that the flexibility polygon  can be described in terms of the
rightmost concave paths for  and  (Figure 10).
Theorem 3.4 Let  be a set of terminals and  a full Steiner topology for  .
Then the flexibility polygon   is a simply connected region whose boundary is the union of the rightmost concave paths for  and  .
Proof. It immediately follows from Theorem 3.3 that the outer boundary of 
is the union of the rightmost concave paths for  and  .
Let  be a -SMT such that 
 . To see that
  is simply con
 
nected, consider, for each pair of terminals
 which are adjacent with respect
to boundary order, the region    between the concave path 

 of 
and the corresponding rightmost concave path  . The region    is enclosed
by the closed curve formed by and  . We will now show that there exists a
-SMT in    that intersects every point in    . Clearly, this holds for all
points on the boundary, that is, which are on either on or  .
Therefore, consider a point  in the interior of    . A sequence of  -shifts
that transforms to  can be considered to be a continuous “contraction” of the
closed curve given by and  . Since  is not contained in the region obtained
14
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Figure 10: Rightmost concave paths defining a flexibility polygon for
each rightmost concave path, a -SMT realizing this path is shown.
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. For

(which is  ), there must be a point in time where the curve intersects  . Thus
there exists a -SMT in  that intersects every point in    .
The union of all regions    taken over all concave paths of  is the
entire region bounded the rightmost concave paths for  and  .
This characterisation of the boundary of a flexibility polygon in terms of rightmost concave paths immediately implies some nice properties of the flexibility
polygon which are summarised in the following corollary.
Corollary 3.5 Let  be a flexibility polygon. Consider a section of the
boundary of  between two terminals which are adjacent with respect to
boundary order. Then:
1. Each such section is almost concave – i.e., it would be concave if we flipped
the corner point (if any).
2. There is a point  on the boundary section such that all edges in the boundary section on one side of  are primary and on the other side of  are
secondary.
3. Each section contains at most one corner point, and the boundary of
contains at most  corner points.
4.



  has a corner point 
on the boundary if and only if there exists a
 passing through 
-SMT 
such that  can be split into two
subtrees at  , one of which is primary, the other of which is secondary.

4 Construction of Flexibility Polygon
In this section we give a linear time algorithm for constructing the flexibility polygon    for a set of terminals  and a full Steiner topology  . The algorithm
to construct the flexibility polygon consists of three steps, each of which can be
performed in    time (where    ). In the following we describe each of
these steps in detail.

 

Step 1: Construction of a -SMT for


and


The first step of the algorithm is to construct an arbitrary -SMT 
 .
This can be accomplished in    time using the algorithm given in [3]. Let
16







and    denote the total amounts of respectively exclusively primary and
exclusively secondary material in  ; by Theorem 2.3     and    depend solely
on  and  — and not on the particular -SMT  .
Let   denote the set of oriented edges (or arcs) in  , and consider some
edge 
in    use the same set of (at most) two
  . All -SMTs

edge directions for edge 
[3]. By analysing the tree  , we obtain these (at
most) two directions,
to the the primary and secondary edge di corresponding






rections. Let
and
denote
the primary and secondary
edge


 direc

  or
tions for
, respectively.
Note that we either have  
 

 

(the latter is only possible when is not a multiple of 3).








 













Step 2: Construction of primary and secondary subtrees







The second step of the algorithm
is to construct all primary and secondary subtrees

of  . For an edge 
subtree of topology  rooted
   the maximal

 at
and not containing is denoted by 
.The
primary
subtree
for


 (if it
exists) is the geometric embedding of 
such that every edge of 
uses
its primary edge direction. In
addition,
we
require
that
the
amount
of
exclusively

used by the primary subtree is less than     , the
primary edge material 
total amount
of exclusivelyprimary
material available. If the primary subtree for



exists, we let 
denote the coordinates of the node in this subtree;

otherwise 
NIL .

The algorithm C ONSTRUCT
S
UBTREES given in Figure 11 computes 

for every subtree 
in    time; note that there are    subtrees, since
there are    oriented edges in   . In the algorithm  and  denote the

 , respectively. Furthermore, 
set of terminals
and
Steiner
points
in
,



) denotes the ray with source 
and direction 
. The function


     returns the Euclidean distance between points   and   provided that the
 
direction from   to  is an exclusively primary direction — otherwise     
returns zero.

In the firstphase
of
the
algorithm
(lines
1–12),
we
initialize
for every







subtree 
. Also, every subtree 
such that is a Steiner point with
two terminals (other than )  as neighbours is inserted into a queue . The queue

holds all subtrees
that can be constructed at given point

 in time. A
subtree 
can be constructed if the children of in 
already have
been constructed. Since any Steiner topology has at least one Steiner points with
two neighbouring terminals, the queue is non-empty when the initialization phase
finishes.
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C ONSTRUCT S UBTREES ( ,  ,  )
1 // Initialization phase
2
// empty queue of oriented edges (=subtrees)

3 forall 
  do
4
if

then

5
  
// coordinates of terminal
6



7
else

   NIL
8


9
10
Let  and be the two neighbours of other than

11
if 
and   then
12
E NQUEUE( , 
)
13 // Construction phase
14 while   
15
= D EQUEUE( )

16
Let  and be the two neighbours of other than
17
Let  be the intersection
(if any) between 


the rays (  
,   ) and (   , 
)
18
if  exists
 then
                   
19
20
if 
     then


 // subtree   has now been constructed
21
 then
22
if
23
Let  and
be the two neighbours of other

 than
24
if     NIL then E NQUEUE( , 
)
25
if 
NIL then E NQUEUE( , 

 )










 








 
 
























Figure 11: Construction of primary subtrees of topology  .
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In the second phase of the algorithm (lines 13–25) we construct the subtrees
that have been inserted into . The subtree is only constructed if the total amount
of exclusively primary material is less than the total amount of exclusively primary
material in  (lines 19–20). If the construction succeeds and
 , we investigate
if the newly constructed subtree can be used to construct some larger subtree (lines
22–25). This is done by checking if either of the neighbours of (other than )
already have had their subtree constructed; if this is the case then the subtree
rooted at is inserted into .







Lemma 4.1 Algorithm C ONSTRUCT S UBTREES correctly constructs all primary
subtrees in    time.
Proof. The running time analysis is straightforward, since each oriented edge in
 is inserted into
at most once. Processing an edge (=subtree) takes   
time.
The correctness follows by induction on the depth of the constructed subtrees.
The base cases are the subtrees consisting of terminals only (that have depth 0),
and Steiner points with terminals as children (that have depth 1); the latter are
inserted into the queue in the initialization phase and therefore obviously con
structed. For the induction step, assume that all subtrees with depth up to


have been constructed. It is then clear that subtrees of depth   will also be
constructed, since these are inserted into when the smaller depth trees are constructed.





By using an analogous algorithm, we
 can also construct all secondary subtrees in    time. Here we let  
denote the coordinates of the node in
the secondary subtree 
. This tree only exists if the amount of exclusively
secondary material is less than    , the total amount of exclusively secondary
material available.



Step 3: Construction of the boundary of the flexibility polygon
Consider the section of the flexibility polygon between a pair of consecutive ter
 
minals and  (with respect to the terminal ordering from a counter-clockwise
outer walk of the tree). This is a rightmost concave path. It is constructed itera
tively by building from a path of edges of primary subtrees — constructed in
step 2—
of consecutive
nodes , and  such that
 until we have a sequence


 




 ). We distinNIL and  
NIL (or 
NIL and 
guish between two cases:
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The secondary subtree 
exists (i.e.,
3.3
  
  NIL). By Theorem


the intersection between the rays ( 
, 
) and (  
, 
)
must exist and defines a corner point of a bent edge. The boundary of the

flexibility polygon consists of primary edges from up to the corner point,
 
and secondary edges from the corner point to  (Figure 8).

The secondary subtree
does not exist. By Theorem 3.3 the sec-


ondarysubtree    must exist.
,
 The intersection between the rays ( 
) and (   
,  
) defines the position of Steiner point on

the boundary of the flexibility polygon. Thus the boundary of the flexibility

polygon consists of primary edges from up to the Steiner point , and
 
secondary edges from to  (Figure 9).













Therefore, by using the information computed in steps 1 and 2, we can construct
the complete boundary of the flexibility polygon in one counter-clockwise outer
walk of  .

 

Theorem 4.2 The flexibility polygon for a set of terminals
(where    ) can be constructed in time    .


and topology


The presented algorithm is easy to implement and involves small constants in
the asymptotic running time. The algorithm has already been used as a corner
stone in the design of a new VLSI router for nets in -geometry [8]. The time
to construct the flexibility polygon was negligible compared to other parts of the
router algorithm.

5 The Flexibility Polygon of a Steiner Point
Throughout this section, let  be a full and fulsome -SMT for a given terminal
set  and topology  . Let    be the flexibility polygon for  and  . Here
we address the following problem: given a Steiner point in  what are all the
possible positions for the Steiner points corresponding to in the -SMTs for 
with topology  ? We refer to the union of all such points as the flexibility polygon of the Steiner point , denoted    . In this section we will show that
    is a simply connected convex region with polygonal boundary, and we
will show that, similarly to   , its boundary can be constructed from rightmost paths. Furthermore, if   has already been constructed then    
can be constructed for any Steiner point in constant time.
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We begin with a lemma which shows that the position of a Steiner point on
a rightmost path of  is a local property, requiring knowledge only of the two
neighbours of on the path and not the entire path.




Lemma 5.1 Let be a Steiner point of  and let and  be two vertices of 
adjacent to . Suppose is a path between terminals in  containing vertices
 in that order (i.e., 
 ). Let  be the vertex corresponding
to in  , the rightmost path of , and let   be a tree realizing  . Then the
position of  and the direction of each straight edge or half edge of incident
with  is independent of the choice of (i.e., is determined by
and  ).





  









Proof. Let   ,  and  be the three maximal subtrees of  containing as a
leaf, such that   contains and  contains  . It follows from the proof of Theorem 3.3 that the effect of transforming  to   is to transfer as much exclusively
primary material as possible to   and as much exclusively secondary material
as possible to  . Hence, independent of the choice of , the tree   — which
consists of the subtrees   ,   and   — has one of the following three forms:
1. The bent edge is in   , and both  and  are secondary subtrees.
2. The bent edge is in   , and both    and   are primary subtrees.
3. The bent edge is in   , and    is a primary subtree while  is a secondary
subtree.





Since two of the subtrees of  are primary/secondary subtrees the position of 
is uniquely determined (by bottom-up construction). Furthermore, if    contains
any secondary material then the straight edge or half edge of    incident with 
will be secondary. Similarly, if   contains any primary material then the straight
edge or half edge of   incident with  will be primary, completing the proof of
the lemma.

 









Let be a Steiner point of  and let 
and
be the three vertices of 
adjacent to (in counterclockwise order around ). Then for each pair  , such
that 

 and  
, let
be a path in  connecting two terminals
of  such that

. We define
to be the vertex corresponding
to in  , the rightmost path of
. Consider the edge in  corresponding to
. If this edge is a straight edge then we define
to be the vertex on 
corresponding to . On the other hand, if the edge is a bent edge then
is
defined to be its corner point (under the embedding of  ). Similarly,
is
defined to be the vertex or corner point in  corresponding to (Figure 12).
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Figure 12: An example of the construction in Section 5 for
we show that  lies on the line extending    .





. In Theorem 5.2




 

 

By Lemma 5.1, the point
and the directions of
and
are
independent of the specific choice of
. The set
consists of at most six
distinct points.


be the intersection
For each 

 let 
   

    . Let
of the closed half-plane to the left of the directed line through
with the
closed half-plane to the left of the directed line through
. (For the example in Figure 12  is indicated by the shaded region.) Define the region
as
follows:

 











The following theorem shows that



     





   





is the flexibility polygon for .



be defined as above. Then
Theorem 5.2 Let be a Steiner point of  , and let
, and hence    is a simply connected region with polyg   
onal boundary. Furthermore, the set
and  
maps



surjectively (under the trivial map) onto the vertices of the boundary of     .



     





Proof. Note that  
, by Theorem 3.3. In order to prove the reverse
subset inequality, we first prove the second half of the theorem.
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Clearly the points
(where 
  

    ) are vertices of the
boundary of   . We need to consider the points . We begin by studying
the case    and showing that  lies on the line extending    .
For a given path  
in  let  be a -SMT containing  

obtained from  by  -shifts. Let   ,  and  be the three maximal subtrees
of  containing  as a leaf, such that   contains   and  contains
 .
Since   is a rightmost path, it follows (from the proof of Theorem 3.3) that
  contains as much exclusively primary material as possible and  contains as
much exclusively secondary material as possible. Hence,  and  are either both
secondary subtrees, or   is a primary subtree. In the former case it is clear that
   (by bottom-up construction). In the latter case observe that the subtree
corresponding to   in a -SMT containing  must also be a primary subtree.
Hence  lies on the (primary) line extending  
 . By a similar argument
(in which the roles of primary and secondary edges are reversed),  also lies on
. Applying the same argument to each of the vertices
the
 line extending
shows that
and  
coincides with the vertices of the



boundary of   .
Finally, we show that   
by convexity of the distance function in
-geometry. Since all vertices of
are possible positions of under  -shifts, it
follows that all points on the boundary of the convex hull correspond to positions
of by convexity of the distance function (see [3, Section 3.3]). Similarly all
points inside
correspond to positions of by convexity.
























   















 

 

 

 













Examples of flexibility polygons for Steiner points are given in Figure 13.
Note that one or more of the points
will often coincide, resulting in a polygon
with less than six vertices. It is possible, however, for all six points
to be
distinct, as shown in the flexibility polygon on the left.
In the following corollary, we show that if   then each    has a
triangular boundary. Note that this corollary is a generalisation of a result in [6],
where the same result was shown for Steiner trees on three terminals.
Corollary 5.3 Suppose   , and let
has a triangular boundary.







be a Steiner point of  . Then

 











Proof. Consider again the proof of Theorem 5.2. There we show that either  
 or  lies on a primary line extending    . Similarly, we show that either
 
or  lies on a secondary line extending
. However, for   ,
the primary line through    and the secondary line through
are
parallel, and hence if they meet they do so at an angle  . It follows that  ,  ,
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Figure 13: Examples of flexibility polygons (shaded dark) for Steiner points ( 
). The flexibility polygon on the left has 6 vertices, while the flexibility polygons
on the right have 3, 4 and 5 vertices, respectively.



are collinear. After applying the same argument to
follows.





and



the result easily

We make a few final observations about the flexibility polygon of a Steiner
point.





The flexibility polygon of a Steiner point can be constructed in constant
time once the flexibility polygon    for  has been constructed. This
follows immediately from Theorem 5.2, since the directions of the adjacent
edges to in the relevant rightmost paths have already been computed.





The flexibility polygon for an edge of  can also be defined in a similar way.
It can be constructed by taking the union of the two flexibility polygons
for the edge’s endpoints and the part of   lying between those two
polygons. It is easy to see that this is again a simply connected region with
polygonal boundary, and one that can be constructed in constant time once
 has been constructed.
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6 Conclusion
The flexibility polygon is a compact description of the region in which -SMTs
for a given set of terminals may be embedded. In VLSI routing a huge number
of Steiner trees must be routed simultaneously on the surface of the chip. By
placing the flexibility polygons for all nets on top of each other, congested regions
are identified where many polygons overlap (Figure 14). Furthermore, this gives
the basis for a completely new routing paradigm in VLSI routing (in arbitrary
-geometry): Congested regions in the overlay graph associated with flexibility
polygons give an indication of which nets are in congested regions. These nets
should preferably be routed first in such a way that they avoid these regions.
Flexibility polygons have recently been used in a prototype of a new VLSI
router for nets in -geometry [8]. Although computational results are limited, and
the router is only a prototype, the usability of flexibility polygons is remarkable
when it comes to avoiding congested areas while keeping nets at minimum length
with very few vias (changes of routing layers).

Figure 14: Overlay of flexibility polygons in VLSI routing. One the left is a full
picture of a small chip, and on the right a zoom-in of a region of the picture of the
left. Darker regions indicate more congested regions.
Our descriptions of the regions in which individual Steiner points in a SMT may be placed immediately give flexibility regions for individual edges and
bounds on their lengths under  -shifts. We believe that these results will be important in improving delay-related measures for nets in VLSI routing. Finally,
our result on the invariability of exclusively primary/secondary edge material in
a full and fulsome -SMT has the potential to improve existing exact algorithms
25

for computing -SMTs.
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